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Minimizing Risk When Replacing Control Systems in Live Data Centers 

Part 1 – Introduction 

For owners and operators of mission critical facilities, the thought of replacing an obsolete control 
system for backup generators and switchgear in a live data center is at best a major inconvenience, and 
at worst a highly invasive gamble that risks bringing down the facility.  Obsolete control systems include 
microprocessor-based controllers that have reached a maturity status, and the manufacturer has begun 
notifying customers of impending discontinuation dates when hardware, software, and support will end.  
Many mission critical facilities built before or during the mid-2000’s are in this situation, and this article 
provides a path forward for owners of those facilities.     

This article is presented in two parts and its purpose is twofold.  In Part 1 we propose a simplified plan 
that breaks down the controls upgrade process into manageable parts, and positions facility owners to 
minimize risk by effectively planning and executing the equipment installation, including thorough 
commissioning, without jeopardizing ongoing data center operations.  In Part 2 “The Plan” is validated 
by case study of a challenging controls upgrade project (Project Infinity) completed recently at 
Nationwide Insurance, Data Center North in Columbus, Ohio – An Uptime Institute Certified Tier IV 
facility. 

The control systems of interest here typically use programmable logic controllers (PLCs) that are custom 
programmed with extensive operating modes.  They include multiple switchgear lineups with 
distributed-redundant or paralleled onsite generators and respond to a loss of utility power by isolating 
the failed source and automatically connecting to an alternate power source (diesel generator(s), 
microgrid, cogeneration, energy storage, etc.).  

The Live Facility Factor 

The ultimate challenge working in a live facility is not just replacing the existing control system, but 
thoroughly testing the new system without exposing the critical load to unplanned outages.  The written 
documentation for isolating equipment, temporary operation, phased installation, and functional testing 
must be accurate with clear stepwise instructions that support 
efficient progress.  Before entering work zones, with the project 
team and on-duty operations team present, all work should be 
reviewed with expected outcomes clearly stated and backout 
procedures identified.  All work in the field involving switching, 
manual operations, and testing should use three-part verbal 
communication as defined in [1].  Standard operating 
procedures may require modifications for the invasive, surgical-
style work to be performed in the live facility.  Complacency is 
the enemy.  The people involved both directly performing the 
work, and indirectly supporting operations must engage with 
heightened awareness of system conditions, and be willing to 
work longer hours in off-peak periods to achieve a safe stopping 
point within approved work windows. If not planned and staffed 
properly using appropriate backout plans, hold points, and 
additional shift coverage the potential for serious mishaps and 
unplanned outages increases dramatically.   

On the equipment side, concurrently maintainable power 
systems will facilitate the controls upgrade via redundant capacity components (UPSs, generators, 
switchgear) and redundant power pathways.  But the existing control system itself may not fully 
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replicate these redundancies.  For example, non-redundant communications links, or redundant comms 
with non-redundant remote I/O, logic dependencies across PLCs that are supposed to be fully 
redundant, solitary power transducer signals that pass through a primary control panel en route to the 
backup control panel, etc. These are just a few of many common problems.  What can be done to 
reduce the opacity of these issues, successfully overcome them, and replace the old equipment without 
increasing the risk of an unplanned outage?   

Simplify 

The answer lies in simplifying the plan by breaking it down into smaller, more manageable parts.  In 
addition to the work breakdown, effectively managing risk in a live facility requires a two-pronged 
approach.  On one hand the Team Leader must lead up and down the chain of command – filtering 
through the controls jargon to provide crystal clear progress updates for corporate executives and IT 
leaders alike.  The Team Leader identifies and secures resources for the project team, and bridges the 
gap between ongoing operations and project-specific work to facilitate teaming and support between 
these groups.   

On the other hand, a controls upgrade requires unwavering focus on the details.  Each aspect of the 
legacy system must be properly characterized and vetted to decide what stays and what goes.  With that 
knowledge the new system upgrades can be produced and factory tested.  An installation phasing plan 
can be implemented to reduce risk for the operating facility and expedite thorough, stepwise 
commissioning.  From the phasing plan flows work-window requests, shift schedules, manpower 
requirements and written procedures to support equipment isolation, installation and testing.  We 
propose tackling these challenges using the simplified plan below. 

 

A Simplified Plan for Control System Replacement 

1. Assemble an Effective Team 

a. Create an Accurate Budget 

b. Forecast a Realistic Schedule 

2. Characterize the Existing Control System 

a. Validate System Structure (Architecture) 

b. Validate System Behavior (Sequence of Operation) 

c. Define Owner’s Project Requirements (OPR) 

3. Design the Upgrades 

a. The Engineer-of-Record’s (EOR) Design 

b. The Controls Vendor’s Detailed Design 

4. Create Phased Replacement Plan 

a. Submittals – Vendor Phasing Packages 

5. Perform Factory Acceptance Testing 

a. Create a Detailed Factory Test Procedure 

b. Use a Simulator & Maximize Testing Effectiveness. 

6. Installation & Commissioning 

a. Detailed Schedule – Phased Installation & Cx Tasks 

b. Manpower & Operations Requirements 

c. Enable Thorough Testing – When Redundancy Costs Less 

d. Commissioning – Procedures, Prep, and Execution 

 

 

 Old and New PLCs During Phased Installation  

Legacy PLC 
remains 
operational during 
phased upgrade 

New PLC in 
place of old 
backup PLC 

Intermediate terminal 
boards simplify cabling 
changes 
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First, A Word About PLCs and Alternative Options 

The PLC is a common solution for most control applications, but it’s not the only game in town.  There 
are packaged “semi-customizable” controllers from Caterpillar, Comap, Cummins, Deep Sea Electronics, 
Woodward and others that effectively parallel multiple generators, respond to utility failures, operate 
switchgear, perform energy import/export, and provide Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 
(SCADA) functionality in applications that can be quicker/easier to program, and sometimes less costly 
than traditional PLCs.  However, these devices are basically variants of PLC technology with integrated, 
proprietary features such as touchscreen displays, cloud-based remote-control software, onboard 
synchronizers, load share controls, power transducers, and application-specific protective features.  This 
article focuses on brand-neutral concepts and applications of PLC-based controls, and therefore does 
not specifically include or exclude these viable solutions.                  

The Basics 

Controls upgrade projects come in three basic varieties.   

One-for-One Replacement:  The most straightforward option is one-for-one replacement of obsolete 
equipment with new, fully supported equipment from the same manufacturer, and installed by the 
existing controls vendor.  In this case the existing PLC and I/O products have been designed with 
appropriate form factors, communications interfaces, and upgradable software that facilitates transition 
to next generation equipment in the field with minimal impact to the balance of existing controls 
equipment.  The existing PLC program is converted to the current software configuration and loaded 
into the new PLC.  None of the logic subroutines that control the system’s behavior are modified unless 
software bugs or sequence issues exist.  However, modern communications requirements such as 
upgrading from serial communications (Modbus, Genius Bus) to Ethernet will likely require 
modifications to the existing, converted PLC program.  The logic and communications are then tested, 
verified, and placed in service.  Essentially the upgrade work is transparent, and the new controls 
function almost identically to the old system.   

One-for-one replacement seems straightforward but it’s somewhat unrealistic. Except for the simplest 
systems it’s improbable that new controls will merely match the functionality of the legacy system 
without marked improvement.  Considering an operational life cycle of 15-20 years for most control 
systems, chances are the vendor has developed their product in that time – some changes being 
standard and irreversible within the new software design, and the owner will benefit by adding these 
improvements to the scope of work.  Some examples include the transition to Ethernet-based comms 
and color touchscreen interfaces, improved operating logic such as automated load bank test 
sequencing for generators, more sophisticated load add/shed algorithms, and the embedding of 
simulation code within standard PLC software function blocks to facilitate testing.  

Replace & Upgrade: This second variation is typical of most controls upgrades performed today – the 
existing logic functions are kept essentially intact but with improvements based on the owner’s past 
operational experience, and capitalizing on state-of-the-art innovation by the controls vendor.  A prime 
example is the shift towards integration-friendly Programmable Automation Controllers (PACs), 
standard Ethernet for human-machine interfaces (HMIs), and “industrial Ethernet” for remote I/O 
communications, and away from single-CPU PLCs, serial communications protocols, and purely manual 
pushbuttons, switches, and pilot lights.  The touchscreen HMIs can be placed in virtually any preferred 
location and interconnected via Ethernet to enhance safety and improve operational monitoring, 
alarming, and troubleshooting.  This change can be revolutionary for facilities that previously operated 
strictly using analog gauges and electromechanical devices, but HMI touchscreens are considered 
standard practice today.   
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Start Over from Scratch: The third variation becomes necessary for a variety of reasons – the existing 
controls equipment is not upgradable (e.g., discontinued or lower budget offering), the vendor went out 
of business, or they have poor service, or they can’t/won’t meet the owner’s budget.  This is of course 
the most difficult scenario, but nonetheless realistic.  It will be covered in detail in a future article but 
suffice to say that the process discussed here still applies.  

Step One – Assemble an Effective Team 

Effective leadership is important for any group of people forming a team to execute meaningful work.  
This is particularly true in the mission critical world where poor decision making, miscommunication, 
and human error can lead to crippling downtime for the owner.  Considering the risks involved with 
performing such detail-oriented work in a live facility, the project team’s depth of experience and 
cohesiveness become equally important to both the design accuracy and overall quality and 
performance of the chosen controls solution.  This article advocates building a team that fulfills the 
following needs at a minimum:  

Role Source Need 

Team Leader Primary:  Preferably the facility 
operations manager where the project 
will occur. 

*Secondary:  In-house engineer, 
Operations Leader, or trusted consultant 
(engineer, project manager).    

The facility manager has a lot of “skin in the game.”  This person is best 
suited to ensure the overall operational needs of the facility are met by the 
chosen controls solution, and is well positioned to manage operational risks 
during installation and commissioning.       

Operations 
Leader 

Primary:  Lead in-house electrician or 
lead critical infrastructure technician. 

*Secondary:  Shift leader. 

The operations leader must be well versed in all the facility’s normal and 
emergency operating procedures.  The Operations Leader oversees all 
switching and equipment isolation activities during installation and 
participates in commissioning by overseeing the crew that operates the 
equipment during testing.   

Engineer-of-
Record (EOR) 

Primary:  Owner’s in-house engineer or 
trusted consulting engineer. 

*Secondary:  A second in-house 
engineer or consulting engineer familiar 
with the project. 

The EOR leads the Basis of Design effort for initial budgeting, and completes 
the detailed design that conveys all Owner Project Requirements, 
raceway/cable requirements, floor plans, control power upgrades, 
generator/switchgear upgrades, and initial phasing for development by the 
controls vendor.  The EOR also reviews all submittals, assists with technical 
scope decisions, and leads factory testing and onsite commissioning**. 

Controls 
Vendor 

Primary:  Field engineer or technician 
performing the hardware installation. 

*Secondary:  Software/PLC code 
engineer. 

Field technician dedicated to the project and familiar with the facility.  The 
technician performs the hardware installation, adjusts auxiliary hardware 
settings and software setpoints, and supports onsite commissioning. 

The field tech can also be the PLC code engineer but writing and debugging 
PLC logic is a specialized skill and typically involves a separate software 
engineer.  

Installing 
Contractor 

Primary:  Project manager for the 
electrician or general contractor. 

*Secondary:  Contractor foreman or 
superintendent. 

Installs and connects all equipment outside the controls vendor’s scope 
including freestanding control cabinets, comms and control cable, raceway, 
control power upgrades, etc. The contractor also maintains the project 
schedule. 

**Independent 
Commissioning 
Agent 

Primary:  Lead electrical Cx engineer. 

*Secondary:  Cx engineer familiar with 
the project. 

Participate in test planning, write functional performance test scripts, and 
lead testing in the field.  

* Installation phase is the “point of no return.”   Mitigate risks by assigning a backup person for each role. 

** A Cx agent should be included if the EOR is not performing commissioning.  More on this below. 

 

Consider this list a starting point for facility owner’s to assemble an appropriate team.  Contracting 
methods and owner preferences may dictate different structures, but the “Needs” spelled out above are 
necessary for any controls upgrade project to be successful regardless of the contract or team structure.  
For the controls vendor’s involvement, we specifically focus on the field service technician who will 
install the chosen controls solution.  This is a critical aspect of the project team’s success – it’s firmly 

Table 1 – Core Team Member Roles  
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rooted in local performance.  For all the engineering horsepower and capability at the controls vendor’s 
disposal, effective execution is driven by boots on the ground.  Looking beyond the upgrade effort, the 
field service technician is the one who services, troubleshoots, and maintains the new control system for 
the duration of it’s useful life.  The owner’s interests are best served by people who are intimately 
familiar with the installation and are confident working in the facility.       

Before leaving the discussion on teams, the topic of engineer-led commissioning vs. independent 
commissioning needs to be addressed.  Thorough commissioning is the bellwether of sustained system 
performance.  The need to perform testing by an independent agent or by the EOR comes down to the 
specific skills of those involved in the project.  This article advocates commissioning by the EOR including 
writing and executing the factory witness test, writing and executing various onsite functional 
performance tests, and integrated system testing.  It requires the engineer to have an appropriate 
background in controls engineering, troubleshooting, and hands-on experience in the field.  In this case 
the owner benefits most when the engineer carries forward into commissioning the holistic knowledge 
of existing system conditions, new system capabilities, and ongoing site operations gained before and 
during the design process.  A highly experienced commissioning agent with a controls engineering 
background can contribute similarly, but the learning curve is steep.  This person must roll up their 
sleeves and fully grasp the details to properly design test sequences that thoroughly validate system 
performance.  Again, it comes down to capabilities and relationships – the owner will choose a 
commissioning approach that works best for the team and the facility.     

Establish a Budget 

There are common costs to consider with any controls project as described below.  The pitfalls in 
budgeting stem from incomplete scope development and underestimating the time and resources 
needed to complete the installation and adequately commission it.       

Controls Upgrade Solution (Hardware/Software) – Bring the vendor(s) in early to help establish a 
budget for the upgrades.  The vendor’s scope should be developed from a Basis-of-Design (BOD) that 
originates with the EOR and is based on the Owner’s Project Requirements (OPR).  The vendor can’t 
accurately budget costs without defining a preliminary installation plan.  It’s one thing to assume a total 
shutdown of the existing controls, where everything is removed and replaced in one shot, and quite 
another to phase the upgrades over a six month period with the work occurring only at night, keeping 
the existing controls online as long as possible, and performing commissioning only on the weekends.   
The BOD will identify these requirements with respect to the operating facility in addition to the OPR 
that help the vendor define the new control system’s fundamental architecture and behavior.  The 
controls vendor’s field labor is increased when new controls equipment is to remain integrated with 
switchgear, as opposed to being in standalone control panels.  In contrast, when controls are in 
standalone panels, the electrical contractor’s field labor increases to install the panels and extend 
raceway and control cable to the equipment under control. 

General and Electrical Contractors – Installation of new control panels, cables, and raceway will likely be 
provided by an electrical contractor and not by the controls vendor.  Any general contractor (GC) costs 
will need to be covered as well.  The project will benefit when the controls vendor holds either a prime 
contract with the owner, or as a direct subcontractor to the GC without the electrical subcontractor in 
the middle.  The bulk of project costs and execution are mainly driven by the controls vendor so 
removing the extra layer of contract management reduces costs and improves communication and 
overall project efficiency.    

Generator Control/Monitoring Upgrades – When generator control upgrades are required as part of 
the overall project, such as new voltage regulators, unit-mounted load sharing controls, or new local 
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control panels with Ethernet comms, the generator manufacturer will likely provide the components, 
the installation, and the testing support for this proprietary equipment instead of the controls vendor.  

Switchgear Upgrades – Depending on the controls vendor’s capabilities and original scope of supply, 
required upgrades to the switchgear itself such as breaker trip-units, power metering, and Electric 
Power Monitoring System (EPMS) components and installation may come from the switchgear 
manufacturer’s field services group and not the controls vendor or electrical contractor. 

Onsite Technical Support During Transfers & Testing – Hedging against problems and delays occurring 
when the facility is most vulnerable (single-ended, running on gens, UPS in bypass, etc.) involves having 
experienced field technicians onsite for the critical equipment during transfers and commissioning.  This 
includes technicians for generators, UPS, switchgear, SCADA, EPMS, fire alarm, and possibly mechanical 
controls.  Premium time labor rates will need to be considered since this work typically occurs during 
off-hours and/or on weekends. 

Increased Utilization of In-House Staff – Assuming most facilities have two-person minimum coverage 
during shifts, the controls upgrade project may require at least two more operators plus the Operations 
Leader to complete switchgear transfers and equipment isolation during installation, and to operate the 
equipment during commissioning.  Premium time pay is also a consideration.              

To provide a frame of reference for project costs, the table below has been compiled from three 
controls upgrade projects at varying phases of completion including Project Infinity.   

Project Name Infinity Project X Project Y 

Facility Type 2.4MW Data 
Center 

4MW Data Center 15 Building Campus with 

5MW Data Center 

Vendor Status Existing Vendor Existing Vendor New Vendor Existing Vendor New Vendor 

Type of Controls Upgrade Replace & Upgrade Replace & Upgrade Start from 
Scratch 

One-for-One Start from 
Scratch 

Status of Project at time of 
Pricing 

Completed Initial Bid Final Bid Schematic 
Design 

Schematic 
Design 

Controls Upgrade Solution  $2,413,801  $3,900,000  $4,389,432  $1,612,193  $4,348,000  

General Contractor  

(GC's & Fee) 

N/A   $416,130  $261,120  $455,899  

Elec. Contractor Overhead 
(Precon & Proj. Mgmt) 

                   $166,368    $218,800  Included below  Included below  

Elec Labor & Materials $380,567    $1,927,871  $1,129,428  $1,129,428  

Generator Upgrades $432,755    $936,188  N/A N/A 

Switchgear Upgrades $534,228    N/A N/A N/A 

Onsite Tech Support Labor $69,237    TBD  $417,128  $417,128  

Total $3,996,956  
 

$7,888,421  $3,419,869  $6,350,455  

The high-level scope of work for each project is as follows: 

Project Infinity:  

1. Replace 17 distributed-control hot-standby PLCs with a hot-synchronized primary/backup Master PLC, redundant Remote 
I/O, and five individual generator PLCs. 

2. Provide new Ethernet-based SCADA system including four color touchscreen HMIs.  Integrate existing EPMS system into 
SCADA. 

3. Replace voltage regulators and EMCP control panels on five generators with digital voltage regulators and the latest 
Ethernet-based EMCP panels. 

4. Upgrade redundant 24VDC control power system with new batteries and new chargers. 

Table 2 – Comparative Project Costs 
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5. Provide enhanced controls simulator. 

Project X: 

1. Replace a hot-standby primary/backup Master PLC, Remote I/O, seven generator PLCs, and 10 medium-voltage ATS 
controllers with a hot-synchronized primary/backup Master PLC, redundant Remote I/O, seven new generator PLCs, four 
hot-synchronized primary/backup 480V main-tie-tie-main PLCs, and 10 medium-voltage transfer pair PLCs. 

2. Provide new Ethernet-based SCADA system including 13 color touchscreen HMIs.  Integrate existing EPMS system into 
SCADA. 

3. Replace voltage regulators and EMCP control panels on seven generators with digital voltage regulators and the latest 
Ethernet-based EMCP panels.  Also integrate SCR emission controls for six generators into SCADA. 

4. Upgrade 125VDC control power system with new chargers and distribution overcurrent protection. 

5. Provide enhanced controls simulator. 

Project Y: 

1. Replace 41 PLCs with new PLCs for a 15kV, 12-generator paralleling ring bus lineup including campus distribution 
switchgear. 

2. Existing SCADA platform to remain.  Replace existing HMIs with two color touchscreen HMIs, primary/backup HMI servers, 
Ethernet ring, and thin client workstation access for five workstations.   

3. Existing controls simulator to remain. 

These three projects are uniquely different from one another representing a broad spectrum of scope 
and costs.  From final cost for Project Infinity to bid cost for Project X, and schematic design cost for 
Project Y.  

Beyond providing order-of-magnitude budgets for general scopes of work, it would be misleading to 
derive “average” line item costs from this pricing.  However, it’s safe to say that costs will increase as the 
scope of work moves from One-for-One replacement to Replace & Upgrade and continues a steeper 
upward trend when changing controls vendors to undertake a Start from Scratch solution.     

Preliminary Schedule 

The high-level schedule presented below is a reasonable timeline of activities for controls projects.  The 
pre-installation tasks are the combination of an average design/bidding phase coupled with actual 
controls vendor worst-case lead times from a recent upgrade project.  The installation and 
commissioning tasks are actual durations from Project Infinity.  A detailed schedule for the Installation & 
Commissioning phases is provided in Part 2 of this article. 

In our experience the overall timeline of 17-18 months is representative of most controls upgrades.  The 
equipment fabrication period is a good time for installation planning, and for the electrical contractor to 
complete preparatory work including “low risk” conduit runs, network fiber pulls and testing, and 
control power system upgrades if needed.   

High-Level Controls Upgrade Project Schedule 

17 Months
12 Wks

6 Wks
8 Wks

2 Wks
10 Wks

2 Wks
22 Wks

1 Wk
1 Wk

20 Wks
18 Wks

Jan-20 Feb-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Oct-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 Jun-21

Total Duration
Design

Bidding & Contracts
Controls Physical Submittals

Submittal Review
Controls Schematic Submittals

Submittal Review
Equipment Fabrication

Factory Testing
Delivery

Phased Installation
Commissioning
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Takeaways from this schedule: 

Design:  The design phase can vary significantly depending on the existing “discovery” requirements, 
design scope, and type of design deliverable preferred by the owner.  In fact, Project Infinity earned its 
name in part from a protracted design process spanning two years as discussed in Part 2.  Some projects 
involving the incumbent vendor will utilize negotiated contracts. This should lead to more overlap 
between the EOR design and controls vendor design/submittal effort thus reducing overall duration of 
the front-end tasks.  This is more representative of a design/build approach for which this article 
strongly advocates in controls projects.   When the EOR and vendor team up for scope development, 
items that are difficult for the EOR to identify independently can be vetted and chosen collaboratively to 
focus the design effort squarely on meeting the Owner’s Project Requirements (OPR).   

Controls Submittals: Common practice is to break the submittals up into at least two phases.  The first 
phase involves physical control panel and component drawings showing quantities, sizes, enclosure 
layouts, bills of material, nametags, etc.  This package is limited in scope and the approved submittal 
typically kickstarts materials procurement and production.  Phase two is where the rubber hits the road. 
It involves all the detailed schematics and wiring diagrams including overall block diagrams, AC/DC 
schematics, Ethernet comms, PLC ladder diagrams, hard-wired logic, time sync signal distribution, etc.  
Graphic screenshots for SCADA and EPMS systems may also be included or submitted as a third and final 
package.  The schematic submittals are typically very large, and two weeks may not be enough time for 
a detailed review.  Part 2 deep dives into the issues that can be resolved with careful review of the 
vendor schematics, but it should be stated that problems impacting startup and commissioning can be 
caught and rectified early to avoid delays in the field under more urgent timelines.   

Equipment Fabrication:  Building custom controls equipment can be time consuming and this is 
reflected in the 22-week lead time.  Durations will vary based on scope, quantity of controllers, etc.      

Factory Testing:  Planning for one or two days of factory testing is probably not enough.  A week at the 
factory is recommended for core team members to perform thorough control logic testing using the 
project simulator.  Extra days spent getting things right at the factory can save weeks in the field.  The 
factory test is an iterative process that involves testing, problem discovery, debugging, re-testing, and 
ultimately software validation.  If the new control system hardware components can be properly staged, 
additional tests are possible such as control power checks/failovers, Ethernet comms checks/failovers, 
touchscreen display synchronization and event logs, etc.    

Phased Installation (Detailed Schedule in Part 2):  Installation phasing is driven by system scale, and by 
the owner’s operating environment and work restrictions such as hard stop dates, tight work windows, 
off-hours or weekend-only work, peak business season limits, etc.    

Commissioning: Testing is an integral part of the phased installation, but it’s provided as a separate line 
item in the schedule to emphasize that commissioning begins after the first testable subsystem is 
installed, and it continues in stepwise fashion until the overall control system is upgraded, culminating in 
final integrated system testing.         

Conclusions 

Upgrading the control system in a live mission-critical facility is one of the riskier projects to undertake.  
The risks can be mitigated using a simplified plan that includes strong leadership, effective team 
building, thorough planning, and attention to detail.  Depending on control system size, and the scope of 
upgrades, baseline costs will reflect one-for-one replacement by the existing controls vendor, and worst-
case costs are realized when a new vendor redesigns the control system from scratch.  Replacing the 
controls may necessitate ancillary system upgrades including control power systems, onboard generator 
controls, and switchgear internal components.  The design and budget should account for these costs 
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and other less obvious costs such as onsite technical support from equipment vendors, and the owners 
in-house costs due to increased staffing and premium time pay. 

The time it takes to build new controls hardware and software, install the equipment using a phased 
least-risk approach, and thoroughly test the upgrades is finite with limited compressibility – the “live 
facility factor” drives a work pace bounded by the design process and controls vendor capabilities at the 
front end, and by ongoing facility operations and owner restrictions at the back end.  The point of no 
return is typically when the first obsolete controller is powered down and de-terminated in the field.  
Success is driven by the core team executing a well thought out plan with adequate backstops, and 
flexibility for adjustments along the way.           

In Part 2 we dive into the technical aspects of a controls upgrade with specific examples and solutions 
from a recently completed project (Project Infinity) at Nationwide Insurance Data Center North in 
Columbus, OH.  Project Infinity is a good example of what can be accomplished with a dedicated, 
diligent project team.   
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